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Introduction

In-store communications are carefully 
planned and executed in a hierarchy starting 

near the ceiling and ending at the point 

of sale. Each type of message should 

be consistent in location, size, color and 

format. Communications are integrated 
seamlessly into the presentation and 

environment to sell product, serve the 

customer and market the Ace brand.
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The Customer Journey
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Everything we are doing is this package is to serve the customer. In order to accomplish this, we need to see the store 

from the customs point of view. This is called the customer journey. This journey starts in the parking lot and ends with 

satisfaction after the purchase, well outside of the store. This journey will be our guiding principle. Please become familiar 

with the following pages and think through this journey as you start.

The basis of in-store communications

Attract
The curb appeal…. The reason the customer stops in.

Improve with pallet merchandise clearly signed, window graphics, store hours, exterior signage, etc. This 

is the first impression you make on your customer, so make it a good one. You store front is an into on 

what to expect once inside.

Threshold Experience
Area where the customer is welcome, allowed to decompress and take in the overall store 

environment.

Improve by understanding and implementing Zone 1 “Announce” of visual communication hiarchy. Your 

welcome fixture should provide a listing of departments and services and showcase a current circular 

with promotions. There should also be a pick up for baskets or carts in this area.

Store Navigation
How the customer gets where they are going.

Improve by understanding and implementing Zone 2 “Amplify” of visual communications.

Make sure all navigational signage are easy to read and have clear sight lines.

Feature Areas
Signature areas or Seasonal areas that Ace wants to be dominant in by offering a special 

experience, and knowledgeable associates (e.g. Lawn and Garden and Paint).

Improve by adding seasonal décor, specialty fixtures and personalization/local elements. These areas 

should feel different and special.

C ompare / Decide
Includes the product categories where decisions are being made.

Improve by understating and implementing Zone 3 “Explain” of visual communications.

Point of Sale
Customers last impression of the store.

Improve by adding personalization like “Thank you for Shopping” and an easy to navigate single lane 

checkout.
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6
Checkout Counter
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The 3 Levels of Communication

7’

5’ 9”

ANNOUNCE
Macro Communication

– Invite Customers

– Attract Attention

– Display Positional Benefits

– Direct Customers to Area

– Establish Brand Identity

AMPLIFY
Transitional  

Communication

– Inspire Customers

– Support Macro Philosophy

– Clarify Category Options

– Provide Directional Assistance

– Maintain Brand Consistency

EXPLAIN
Micro Communication

– inform shoppers

– define benefits

– clearly display price

– educate

– maintain brand identity

Visual Communications Hierarchy Rationale

Zone 1 — Announce

Category and Sub-Category 

wayfinding signs. Size and 

color distinguisges category 

signs from sub-category signs.

Zone 2 — Amplify

Category Product Information 

signs including Helpful Hints 

and How to Choose Messages.

Zone 3 — Explain

Point of Sale sign.
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Overview
Visual Communications placed at Level 1 are intended to announce. Signage placed at this 

level should be large in size, and the message should be clear and simple. This signage should 

navigate the customer to the appropriate department, promotion, seasonal area or service counter.

An overload of signage at this level in our stores contributes to stores being visually noisy, 

outdated and difficult to quickly navigate. It is very important to keep your airspace clear of 

unneeded signage and remove any signage that is no longer relevant.  

ANNOUNCE

Macro Communication  Elements

s�)NVITE�#USTOMERS�� �� � Window Posters Hanging Overhead Signage

s�Attract Attention     Door Decals Hanging Branding Signage

s�Display Positional Benefits    Welcome Directory In-Aisle Overhead Signage

s�Direct Customers to Area    Perimeter Graphics Banners

s�Establish Brand Identity     Aisle Markers 

LEVEL 1 ANNOUNCE
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LEVEL 1

Window Graphics & Decals

Window Graphics 4' wide x 7' high

Window Decals 48" wide x 8" high

Window Graphics and Decals are permanent 

graphics intended to attract the customer from the 

street or parking lot and identify a specialty brand or 

service that is within the store. Scale of the window 

graphics should be large and easily seen from a 

distance. Window graphics are also used to give an 

attractive look to your store front and block anything 

that you may not want seen in your windows. They 

allow opportunity for brand callouts and give a better 

look then a standard window tint.

ANNOUNCE

Placement:
Window Graphics are printed on a 70/30 perforated vinyl and are applied from the exterior. Installation is easy, but must be 

done carefully and slow. It is important that your window graphics are applied straight without any bubbles. Window graphics 

can only apply once and can’t be re-applied if removed. Custom sizes available for quote. Use squeegee for easy installation.

Window Decals are printed on a solid vinyl and are applied from the exterior. It is important that your window decals are 

applied straight without any bubbles. Window decals can only apply once and can’t be re-applied if removed. Window 

decals can be trimmed to size. Use squeegee for easy installation.

Elements available:
Window Graphics

s�#LARK�+ENSINGTON

s�#RAFTSMAN

s�3COTTS

s�7EBER

s�!CE�,IGHT�"ULBS

s�"EN�-OORE

s�3TIHL

s�#ARHARTT

s�2ENTAL

s�6ALSPAR

s�26

s�-ARINE

s�#AMPING

s�3HOOTING�3PORTS

s�&ISHING

s�#USTOM

Window Decals

s�7E�3HARPEN

s�7E�2EPAIR�3CREENS

s�7E�4HREAD�0IPE

s�7E�#UT�+EYS

s�7E�#UT�'LASS

s�7E�3PECIAL�/RDER

s�7E�3ELL�0ROPANE

s�7E�2ENT�#ARPET�#LEANERS

s�7E�#ARRY�3PECIALTY

s�6ISIT�/UR�'ARDEN�#ENTER
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LEVEL 1

Elements available:
s�7INDOW�0OSTERS

s�#USTOMIZED�7INDOW�0OSTERS�

s�7INDOW�0OSTER�3UCTION�#UP�(OLDER

Windows Posters

21.5" wide x 34" high

Window Posters are pr omotional signs that 

HIGHLIGHT�2ED�(OT�"UY�)TEMS�FEATURED�IN�THE�MONTHLY�

pre-print and on National TV and/or radio for the 

month.  Window Posters can also promote a brand or 

Ace program (ie. JD Powers). Stores that have been 

designated as being Hispanic Areas will receive these 

same posters with a bilingual treatment.

ANNOUNCE
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LEVEL 1

Placement:
All Door Decals should be applied to the exterior of your door or windows. It is important that your door decals are applied 

straight without any bubbles. Door decals can only apply once and can’t be re-applied if removed. Use squeegee for vinyl 

application for easy installation.

Elements available:
s�!CE�,OGO�3IGN�

s�3MALL�6INYL�3TORE�(OURS

s�,ARGE�6INYL�3TORE�(OURS

s�3MALL�6INYL�n�3ERVICES�3IGN

s�,ARGE�6INYL�n�3ERVICES�3IGN

s�%XTRA�,ARGE�6INYL�n�3ERVICES�3IGN

s�$OOR�"RANDING�$ECALS

Door Decals
Door Decals and permanent signage that identifies 

store hours and store services. This is also an 

opportunity to identify Brands and key Ace programs. 

Store hours should be clearly stated at your door and 

visible to your customers as they approach your store. 

Store hours and services are customizable and should 

be current and relevant at all times. If hours change 

during holiday time, make sure that this is clearly 

communicated by using temporary store hours signs.

ANNOUNCE
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Welcome Directory
The Welcome Directory is a promotional and 

navagational reference for your customer as they 

first enter the store. The welcome directory should 

showcase a brand message of helpful and demonstrate 

it by providing a current promotional insert. The 

Welcome Directory can also provide a pick-up for 

baskets and a listing of departments and services.

LEVEL 1 ANNOUNCE

Placement:
The welcome directory should be visible upon entering the store. The welcome directory should feature the 
appropriate promotional insert that is included in the monthly sign kit. Ensure that promotional insert is always 
current and relevant; remove immediately after promotion has ended. If you have new Ace Welcome Directory, 
you will receive a new size promotional insert each month.

Elements available:
s�7ELCOME�$IRECTORY���#USTOMIZABLE

s�7ELCOME�$IRECTORY�0ROMOTIONAL�)NSERT��INCLUDED�IN�MONTHLY�SIGN�KIT	

s�#IRCULAR�$ISPLAYER���&REESTANDING

s�#IRCULAR�(OLDER�0ROMOTIONAL�)NSERT��INCLUDED�IN�MONTHLY�SIGN�KIT	
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LEVEL 1

Placement:
They are not intended for use in every department, rather for use in key destination departments throughout the store. 

)DEAL�FOR�LARGER�STORES�WITH�HIGHER�CEILINGS�����FT���	��0ERIMETER�'RAPHICS�CAN�BE�DIRECTLY�MOUNTED�TO�THE�WALL�PEGBOARD�OR�

hung from the ceiling.

Elements available:
3 Panel Options 1 Panel Options

s�0AINT� s�!CE�THE�(ELPFUL�0LACE

s�4OOLS� s�'ARDEN�#ENTER

s�%LECTRICAL� s�#USTOM�$EPT�

s�0LUMBING

s�(ARDWARE

s�,AWN���'ARDEN

s�(OUSEWARES

s�#USTOM

Perimeter Graphics

95" wide x 32" high

Perimeter Graphics are navigational signage 

placed on the perimeter walls. They are intended 

for use in large stores with taller ceilings. Icons 

representing the department help assist bilingual 

customers and offer a quick navigational reference for 

all customers. Perimeter Graphics are single sided.

ANNOUNCE
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LEVEL 1

Aisle Markers

18" wide x 34" high

Aisle Markers are navigational signage intended to 

get the customer to the aisle/category he/she needs to 

shop. Design is simplified to allow for coordination with 

additional fixture and wood tone finish options. Color 

CODING�ON�THE�$EPARTMENT�2EADINGS�CORRESPOND�TO�THE�

Department ID Banners. Size and color distinguishes 

category signs from subcategory signs.

Placement:
The Aisle Marker is intended to insert into the first upright in the aisle run and be displayed directly above the end cap. 

There is also a hanging option, but the gondola mount is the recommended application. Aisle Markers should be visible to 

the customer from the main power aisle and from the main entrance.

Elements available:
3 Panel Options

s�!ISLE�-ARKER�3IGN�(OLDER���'ONDOLA�-OUNT

s�!ISLE�-ARKER�3IGN�(OLDER���(ANGING�-OUNT

s�!ISLE�-ARKER�!DAPTOR�"RACKET

s�!ISLE�-ARKER�#ATEGORY�2EADINGS�+IT

s��$EPARTMENT�2EADING��0AINT��#LEANING�3UPPLIES�� 

Tools, Electrical, Plumbing, Hardware, Fasteners,  

(OUSEWARES��,AWN���'ARDEN��!UTOMOTIVE�� 

Seasonal, Clearance, Storage, Outdoor Living,  

Pet Supplies

s�.UMBERS�+IT�����������

s�#ATEGORY�2EADINGS�+IT������READINGS	

ANNOUNCE

Aisle Number

Department Reading

Catagory Reading
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Placement:
Hanging Overhead Signage should be hung 10' from floor to bottom of sign. Placement should be visible on 
entering the store. If using a hanging overhead sign in a key destination department or seasonal area, hang above 
open space or valley concept. Hanging Overhead Signage should never be used in a standard aisle run.

Elements available:
s�(ELPFUL�(UB�/VERHEAD��3IDED�3IGN�+IT

s�(ELPFUL�(UB�/VERHEAD��3IDED�3IGN�+IT

s�0AINT�3TUDIO�/VERHEAD�3IGN

s�#RAFTSMAN�/VERHEAD�3IGN

Hanging Overhead Signage

Hanging Overhead Signage is a navigational tool 

that is used to call out a service counter within the 

store or within a department. The message on this 

sign should be clear and simple and is used to attract 

the customer to the specific area. Hanging Over Head 

Signage may also be used in a large key destination or 

seasonal department

LEVEL 1 ANNOUNCE
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Hanging Branding Sign
Hanging Branding Signs are pr omotional signs 

intended to draw consumer awareness to a specific 

area in store. They can identify a brand, key Ace 

program or promotional awareness.

LEVEL 1 ANNOUNCE

Placement:
Branding signs should be hung from the ceiling with plastic ceiling hooks and string (included with the signs). Because 

size/shape of these signs will vary, ensure sight lines are visible to this signage from main entrances and power aisle.  

Ensure Branding Signs are always current and relevant; remove immediately after promotion has ended.

Elements available:
s�(ANGING�"RANDING�3IGNS
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LEVEL 1 ANNOUNCE

In-Aisle Overhead Signage

48" wide x 11" high

In-Aisle Overhead Signage is navigational signage 

that is used as a Branding Opportunity. Brand call-out 

should be large and easily identifiable. Brands used on 

header signage should be well-recognized brands, and 

brands that influence the customer’s purchase decision 

within that category. By promoting this brand overhead, 

the intention is to draw the customer to the specific 

department.

Placement:
Header Brackets go into top of uprights and header C-Channel is intended to hang above the fixture run. Placement and 

USE�OF�INAISLE�HEADER�SIGNS�MUST�BE�CAREFULLY�CONSIDERED��0LEASE�CONSIDER�THE�FOLLOWING�BEFORE�USING�HEADER�SIGNAGE��YOU�

will not be able to use top stock, product can’t be merchandised above the top of the gondola, it may make the aisle dark, 

it’s not visually appealing from the opposite side of the aisle, and it looks best when used consistently down an entire run.

Elements available:
s�(EADER�"RACKET�

s�(EADER�##HANNEL�3IGN�(OLDER

s�3TREATOR�!DAPTER�"RACKET
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Banner

10' wide x 3' high

Banners are promotional signage created to attract 

attention from the street or parking lot, to a specific 

promotional event happening in the store.

LEVEL 1 ANNOUNCE

Placement:
Banners should be displayed outside on a highly visible area of a store sure the promotional event. Banners 

should be removed immediately after promotion has ended.

Elements available:
s�"ANNER

s�#USTOMIZABLE�"ANNER
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Overview
Visual Communications placed at Level 2 are intended to amplify. Signage placed at this level 

is smaller in scale than signage placed at Level 1, but is still simple and clear. Signage placed 

at this level is to further help the customer navigate the store and call out promotional items on 

endcaps.  

AMPLIFY

Transitional Communication  Elements

s�)NSPIRE�#USTOMERS� End Cap and Signage

s�3UPPORT�-ACRO�0HILOSOPHY� Department ID Banners

s�#LARIFY�CATEGORY�OPTIONS� Category ID Blades

s�0ROVIDE�$IRECTIONAL�!SSISTANCE� Tent cards

s�-AINTAIN�"RAND�#ONSISTENCY

LEVEL 2 AMPLIFY
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Placement:
The end cap sign holder inserts into the upright slots and can be removed and reinserted easily. The End Cap Sign Holder 

is intended for 7' and 8' end caps. Hardware Brackets are available to mount onto shorted end caps.  

The sign holder is intended to hold promotional end cap signage included in your monthly sign kit. The sign represented on 

the end cap should reflect product that is merchandised and being featured on the end cap. Ensure that end cap signs are 

ALWAYS�CURRENT�AND�RELEVANT��REMOVE�IMMEDIATELY�AFTER�PROMOTION�HAS�ENDED��'ENERIC�"RAND�-ESSAGES�AND�0RICING�+ITS�ARE�

also available to be displayed in this space.

Elements available:
s�%ND�#AP�3IGN�(OLDER���&LUSH�-OUNT���5SE�WITH��g�%ND�#APS

s�%ND�#AP�3IGN�(OLDER���(ARDWARE�"RACKETS���&OR�USE�WITH��g�%ND�#APS�

s�%ND�#AP�"RAND�-ESSAGING�3IGNAGE

s�0ROMOTIONAL�0RICED�"RANDING�-ESSAGE�%ND�#AP�+IT

s�0ROMOTIONAL�%NDCAP�3IGNAGE��INCLUDED�IN�MONTHLY�SIGN�KIT	

s�#USTOMIZED�%ND�#AP�3IGNAGE

Endcap Sign Holder & Signage

Holder — 37.25" wide x 19" high

Signage — 34" wide x 25" high

End cap signage is informational signage 

intended to establish a theme or promotion for 

merchandise set on end caps. Your end cap signage 

should always be eye-catching and informative so 

customers take the next step to interact with your 

featured products.

LEVEL 2 AMPLIFY
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LEVEL 2 AMPLIFY

Department ID Banners

12" wide x 54" high

Department ID Banners are a navigational tool that should 

assist in directing the customer to the department /aisle he/she 

is looking for. This creates departmental breaks that further 

assist in navigating the store. Color coding on Department ID 

"ANNERS�CORRESPOND�TO�THE�!ISLE�-ARKER�$EPARTMENT�2EADINGS�

Placement:
Banners should be positioned on the first, lead-in end cap to each department, facing towards the main customer flow/

entrance of the store. It is not necessary to put a banner on each end cap but rather only on the lead-in end cap to the 

department. Banners should be displayed outside on a highly visible area of a store sure the promotional event.  Banners 

should be removed immediately after promotion has ended.

Elements available:
s�"ANNER

s�#USTOMIZABLE�"ANNER

Free Standing BannerDepartments ID Banners
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Category ID Blades

5" wide x 24" high

Category ID Blades are navigational signage that  

will lead the customer down the aisle. Once he/she  

has found the department/aisle he/she needs, the 

Category ID Blade with help call out subcategories 

within the aisle.

LEVEL 2 AMPLIFY

Placement:
#ATEGORY�)$�"LADES�ARE�TYPICALLY�USED�TO�SUBDIVIDE�CATEGORIES�THAT�ARE����LINEAR�FEET�OR�GREATER��"LADES�SHOULD�NOT�BE�

merchandised on every 4’ section; rather they should be used where needed and where helpful. Brackets should be 

inserted in the top most upright or peg hole. Each blade will come with a bracket that works with the upright and pegboard. 

Black band on sign should face pegboard. Category ID Blades also come with colored arrows for specific departments. 

These colored arrows will directly tie the subcategory to the merchandised product. Colored arrows typically associate to 

Ace Brand Product packaging or shelf strips.

Elements available:
s��Department 1���3PACKLE��$RYWALL��7OOD�&ILLERS��4ILE��#ONCRETE��2UST��3TAINS��(AND�3ANDING��3ANDING��0OWER�3ANDING��

0AINTERS�4OOLS��#ONCRETE�4OOLS��$RYWALL�4OOLS��+ITCHEN���"ATH��'LASS��-ULTI0URPOSE��,AUNDRY��!IR�#ARE���3PECIALTY�� 

7OOD���&LOOR��0AINT�"RUSHES��2OLLER�2OLLERS��0AINTING�!CCESSORIES��3PECIALTY�!PPLICATORS

s� Department 2���5TILITY�+NIVES��4APE�-EASURES��,EVELS��3PECIALTY�4OOLS��/SCILLATING�!CCESS���0LIERS��(AMMERS��7RENCHES��

!VIATION�3NIPS��3CREWDRIVERS��3AW�"LADES���3PECIALTY��$RILLING���$RIVING��7OOD�#UTTING��'RINDING���"UFlNG

s��Department 3���&USES�"REAKERS��7IRING�$EVICES��"OXES���&ITTINGS��3PECIALTY��&LORESCENT�4UBES��&LOOD���3POTLIGHT��

'ENERAL�0URPOSE�"ULBS��2EVEAL��$ECORATIVE

s��Department 4���6ALVES��#OPPER�&ITTINGS��"RASS�&ITTINGS��0LASTIC�&ITTINGS��06#��#OPPER�4UBING��4OILET�2EPAIR��0LUNGERS��

Drain Cleaners, Sump Pumps, Filters ,Pleated Filters, Fiberglass Filters, Humidifiers, Fans 

s��Department 5���7INDOW�)NSULATION��$OOR�)NSULATION��4HRESHOLD��&LOOR�4RIM��0ADLOCKS��#HAIN��$OOR�,OCKS��$OOR�,OCK�

!CCESS���$OOR���7INDOW�(ARDWARE��3CREEN�(ARDWARE

s��Department 6���#OOKWARE��#ANNING��4RASH�"AGS��'ADGETS

s� Department 7���7EED�#ONTROL�'RASS�3EED��)NSECT�#ONTROL��0EST�#ONTROL��0LANT�&OOD��3PRINKLERS��'AS�4RIMMERS��%LECTRIC�

4RIMMERS��.OZZLES���&ITTINGS

s��Department 8���-OTOR�/IL��#AR�#LEANING

s��Department 9���0OOL�&LOATS���4OYS��0OOL�0ARTS��0OOL�#HEMICALS��0OOL�-AINTENANCE��(OLIDAY�,IGHTS��7REATHS���'ARLAND��

4REE�4RIMMING��(OLIDAY�$ECORATIONS��0ET�4REATS��,EASHES���#OLLARS��0ET�4OYS��0ET�(EALTH��#AT�3UPPLIES�� 

#AT�&OOD��$OG�&OOD��-ARINE�#HEMICALS��-ARINE�!CCESSORIES��-ARINE�(ARDWARE��26���-OBILE�(OME
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Placement:
4ENT�CARDS�SHOULD�BE�DISPLAYED�ON�COUNTERS�WITHIN�THE�STORE��4HEY�CAN�BE�SET�ON�0AINT�#OUNTER��2EGISTER�OR�(ELPFUL�(UB���

Tent cards ship flat and can be easily assembled. Ensure tent cards are always current and relevant; remove immediately 

after promotion has ended.

Elements available:
Tent Cards.

Tent Card

6 3/8" wide x 9 ¾" high

Tent cards are promotional signage used in high traffic 

areas to draw consumer awareness ot a special promotion 

or new ace program in the store.

LEVEL 2 AMPLIFY
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Overview
Visual Communications placed at Level 3 are intended to explain. Signage placed at this level is 

In Aisle and should directly relate to the product, price and promotion. Signage at this level should 

influence the purchase decision when shopping a specific category. This signage should always 

be front facing, easy to read and understand. 80% of the purchase decision is made in aisle and it 

is crucial that messages are clear. Too many messages are a source of customer confusion, so in 

aisle messages should not become cluttered.

EXPLAIN

Micro Communication  Elements

s�)NFORM�3HOPPERS POP Cards

s�$ElNE�"ENElTS Vertical Selection Signage

s�#LEARLY�$ISPLAY�0RICE Horizontal Selection Signage

s�%DUCATE Shelf Strips

s�-AINTAIN�"RAND�#ONTINUITY Bin Tags

 Shelf Talkers

 Price Cards

LEVEL 3 EXPLAIN
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Placement:
POP Cards are used typically for bin product that isn’t clearly visible to the customer during shopping, as well as specialty 

fixtures where space for a card is available.

Elements available:
s�Department 1���#AULK��#ONSTRUCTION�!DHESIVE��$ROP�#LOTHS��2OLLER�#OVERS�!PPLICATORS��0AINTERS�4OOLS��2OOF�2EPAIR

s�Department 2���!UTOMOTIVE���!IR�4OOLS��0OWER�4OOLS��0OWER�4OOLS �"ULK�-ERCHANDISER��0NEUMATICS��2OTARY��3HOP�6AC

s�Department 3���"ULK�7IRE��"OXES���&ITTINGS��7IRING�$EVICES��&USES���"REAKERS

s�Department 4���#OPPER�&ITTINGS��-ETAL�&ITTINGS��0LASTIC�&ITTINGS��6ALVES��0EX

s�Department 5���"UILDERS�(ARDWARE��4ARP��2AIN�$IFFUSION

s�Department 7���/UTDOOR�0OWER�%QUIPMENT��,OPPERS��7EED���'RASS�#ONTROL

POP Cards
POP (Point of Purchase) Cards are an informational 
tool used to provide additional, product specific 

information to the customer beyond what is featured 

on the product packaging. POP Cards should be 

simple and clearly define differences between products 

(for example, size variances, material variances, or 

application information).

LEVEL 3 EXPLAIN
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LEVEL 3 EXPLAIN

Vertical Self Selection Signage 

6" wide x 8" high

6" wide x 16" high

6" wide x 24" high

Self-Selection Signage is an informational sign used 

to provide additional product information that may not 

be apparent on the packaging. Can also be used as a 

“How-to Guide” or to provide a decision tree that relays 

good, better, best strategy. Designed to assist purchase 

decision (and store employee) in tough-to-shop 

categories. Vertical Self Selection Signage is preferred 

for pegged merchandise.

Placement:
4OP�OF�3IGNAGE�SHOULD�BE�����FROM�TOP�OF�BASE�DECK�TO�TOP�OF�SIGN�AND�SHOULD�BE�VISIBLE�AT�EYE�LEVEL��!LL�SIGNS�SHOULD�BE�

hung at a consistent height throughout the store.

Elements available:
s��Department 1���&OAM�&ILLER���3EALANT��!DHESIVE��7ALL�2EPAIR�#OMPOUND��3ANDPAPER��"UYING�#AULK��0RIMER

s� Department 2���4OOTH�#OUNT��#IRCULAR�3AW�"LADE�TYPES��#IRCULAR�3AW�"LADE�GENERIC��7OOD�#UTTING�"IT��(AND�3AW��$RILL�

"IT��(AMMER��0LIERS��"UYING�A�0OWER�4OOL��2ECIPROCATING�3AW�"LADE��2OTARY�4OOLS��.AILS��3OCKETS

s��Department 3���%LECTRICAL�3WITCHES��,IGHTING�#ONTROL��%LECTRICAL�/UTLET��&USE��3URGE�0ROTECTORS��#ONNECTING�#ATEGORY�

Level Wire 

s��Department 4���4HERMOSTAT��3UMP�0UMP��$RAIN�#LEANER��2EPAIRING�AN�!PPLIANCE��!IR�0URIlER��0%8�#RIMP�#ONNECTIONS

s� Department 5���3MOKE�$ETECTOR��$OOR�,OCK��#ARBON�-ONOXIDE�$ETECTOR��3EALING�A�$RIVEWAY��&OAM�4APE��$OOR�

Insulation, Window Insulation, Gutter Accessory

s�Department 6���"UYING�#ANNING�JARS

s��Department 7���,OPPERS���0RUNERS��'ARDEN�2AKES��'ARDEN�(OSES��3HOVELS���3PADES��4RIMMER�,INE��2OPE�AND�4WINE

s�Department 9���0OOL�7ATER�"ASICS��#ALCULATING�0OOL�#APACITY��$OG�#OLLAR
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Placement:
Secure channel on appropriate shelf, using tree clips and slide in appropriate signage.

Elements available:
s��Department 5���3MOKE�$ETECTOR��$OOR�,OCK��#ARBON�-ONOXIDE�$ETECTOR��3EALING�A�$RIVEWAY��&OAM�4APE��$OOR�

Insulation, Window Insulation, Gutter Accessory

s��Department 7���0LANT���&LOWER�&OOD��'ROUND�#LEAR�#HEMICALS��,AWN�#HEMICALS��"IRD�3EED

s�Department 9���0OOL�#HEMICAL��3TEP�0ROGRAM

Horizontal Self Selection 

Signage

24" wide x 3" high

36" wide x 3" high

48" wide x 3" high

16" wide x 3" high

Self-Selection Signage is an informational tool used 

to provide additional product information that may not 

be apparent on the packaging. Can also be used as 

a “How-to Guide” or to provide a decision tree that 

relays good, better, best strategy.  Designed to assist 

purchase decision (and store employee) in tough-to-

shop categories. Horizontal Self Selection Signage is 

preferred for shelved merchandise.

LEVEL 3 EXPLAIN
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LEVEL 3 EXPLAIN

Shelf Strips
Shelf Strips are a navigational tool used to assist 

the customer when shopping a category.  Colors 

subdivide the category to assist the customer in 

finding what they need.  Shelf strips colors typically 

coordinate with the colored arrows on category id 

BLADES��UNLESS�THE������CHANNEL�IS�BEING�USED�

Placement:
Larger Shelf Strips are intended to be set within the price channel at the shelf edge. Specific categories also come with 

A�SMALLER������3HELF�3TRIP��4HE������STRIP�IS�TO�BE�MERCHANDISED�WITHIN�THE������HOLDER���0LANOGRAMS�WILL�INDICATE�WHERE�

different colored shelf strips should end and start based on subcategory. Shelf Strips should be solid colors, and not have 

any images or text printed on them. As you update your planograms, make sure that shelf strips are also updated and are 

communicating proper subcategories. Minor updates/changes will be needed as you add/delete product.

Elements available:
s�(OUSEHOLD�#LEANING�3HELF�3TRIPS

s�4RASH�"AG�3HELF�3TRIPS

s�3PRAY�0AINT�3HELF�3TRIPS

s�'RASS�3HELF�3TRIPS

s�0LANT�&OOD�3HELF�3TRIPS

s�,AWN�#HEMICAL�3HELF�3TRIPS�
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Bin Tags

2" wide x 1.25" high

Bin Tags are an informational tool used to display 

2ETAIL�0RICING��"IN�4AGS�ALSO�CONTAIN�BASIC�PRODUCT�

information and needed tools for product re-order.

Placement:
Placement of bin tags should be at the shelf edge directly below the product that it relates to. Each item should have 

its own unique bin tag (multiple facings of same product should not share 1 bin tag). Bin Tags should be updated 

frequently and should always reflect actual, current cost of item. Tags work on any shelf edge system or plastic bin tag 

holder. There are also specific clear adhesive pouches that are used for bin tags on clip strips and POP cards.

2ETAIL�0RICE

Manufacturer Number

Order Multiple

UPC

Item Description

Ace Number

LEVEL 3 EXPLAIN
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Placement:
Shelf Talkers can move from location to location as planograms change. Any message at the shelf edge that is not 

a direct function of price or product should be removed. Too many or general messages are a source of customer 

confusion. Use no more than 4 Shelf Talkers per 4' section. Tags work on any shelf edge system, plastic bin tag holder 

or clip strip. Tags should be reviewed and rotated monthly, GCFV program updates are quarterly.

Elements available:
s�3AVE�WITH�!CE�"RAND

s�3TOCK�UP�AND�3AVE

s�%VERYDAY�,OW�0RICE

s�#LOSEOUT

s�3ALE

Shelf Talkers
Shelf Talkers are an informational tool that directly 

relates to the price and product. Shelf Talkers are 

defined messages printed on plastic tags that go over 

the bin tag. These defined messages are communicated 

both front and side facing. Side facing messages are 

intended to draw you down the aisle to the featured 

product. The same message this then communicated to 

you front facing so that you can shop and compare.

LEVEL 3 EXPLAIN
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Promotional Tags

2" wide x 4" high

Promotional Tags are a promotional tool that is 

pre-printed with a specific price for a specific product 

during the promotional month.

Placement:
Promotional tags should be placed at the shelf edge directly below the product that it corresponds to. Featured Product 

will be outlined as a part of your monthly sign kit. Promotional Tag should be placed over the existing bin tag. Tags 

work on any shelf edge system, plastic bin tag holder or clip strip. Ensure Tags are always current and relevant; remove 

immediately after promotion has ended.

Elements available:
s�0ROMOTIONAL�4AGS

LEVEL 3 EXPLAIN
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Overview
4HERE�ARE�OTHER�AREAS�OF�THE�STORE�THAT�WE�SHOULD�HAVE�CLEAR�COMMUNICATION��2EMEMBER�YOUR�

Customer Journey starts in the parking lot and doesn’t end until they are exiting the store. The 

next few pages will outline some other key areas of communication throughout this path.

EXPLAIN

Elements

 Floor Decals 

 Checkout

 Exit/Thank You for Shopping

 Pallet Signs

LEVEL 4 ADDITIONAL

Image  

to come
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Floor Decals 
Floor Decals are promotional signage intended for 

temporary use. Floor decals should have an intended 

life span and should not be permanent. Floor decals 

are typically used to promote a new brand or identify 

a promotion. They are a call out used to draw the 

customer to a specific area of the store.

Placement:
Placement and display duration of specific promotional floor decals will be outlined in the monthly sign kit.  It is crucial 

to install floor decals to a clean, dry surface. Decals can only apply once and can’t be re-applied if removed.

Elements available:
s�&LOOR�$ECALS

LEVEL 4 ADDITIONAL
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Checkout 
The area functions as a final sale and reassurance 

location. Navigational signage at the checkout 

should lead customers in the right direction so they 

can complete their purchase. It is recommended 

to form a single line in que checkout. Using the 

appropriate signage will help your customer with a 

direct path to form a line and complete their purchase.   

Promotional signage at the checkout includes 

Counter Mat Shell with Promotional Inserts.

Placement:
Checkout Navigational Signage should be visible and clear to understand. You must clearly communicate to your customers 

where to form a line. Elements such as overhead signs or floor decals will help lead your line in the correct direction.

Promotional Inserts should be displayed in Ace Counter Mat Shell. Inserts should always be current and relevant; remove 

immediately after promotion has ended.

Elements available:
s�&RONT�%ND�)MPULSE�7ALL�3IGN�(OLDER�+IT

s�&RONT�%ND�)MPULSE�n�2EADY�TO�(ELP�3IGN�(OLDER�WITH�3IGNAGE

s�&RONT�%ND�)MPULSE�#HECKOUT�/VERHEAD�3IGNAGE

s�&RONT�%ND�)MPULSE�#HECKOUT�&LOOR�$ECALS

s�#OUNTER�-AT�)NSERTS

s�!CE�#OUNTER�-AT�3HELL

LEVEL 4 ADDITIONAL

Image  

to come
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Exit/Thank You for Shopping 
The exit is the final touchpoints on the customer 

journey. These 1,2 or 3 panel graphics can be 

customized with your stores logo, historic photos, 

pictures of your store staff/ownership, or a local thank 

you message. Generic thank you and logo messages 

are also available.

Placement:
Thank you for shopping signs are intended for use above the cash-wrap/check stand area of the store or at the exit 

location.

Elements available:
s�4HANK�9OU�FOR�3HOPPING�n�#534/-�������OR���PANELS	

LEVEL 4 ADDITIONAL
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Placement:
Promotional Pallet signs should be placed on top of palate merchandise. Ensure that pallet signs are always 
current and relevant; remove immediately after promotion has ended. There are pallet sign holders for both indoor 
and outdoor use. When signing pallets outdoors, ensure that the sign holder is galvanized and signage is weather 
resistant.

Elements available:
s�0ALLET�3IGN

s�3OUTHERN�)MPERIAL�0ALLET�3IGN�(OLDER����

s�0ALLET�3TAND��)NDOOR�/UTDOOR	

s�'ENERIC�0/0�#ARD�3ET�FOR�0ALLET�3TAND

Pallet Sign

10.5" wide x 12" high (tri-fold)

Pallet Signs are pr omotional signs that are used to 

sign larger palletized items that are being advertised for 

the month.  

Permanent pallet sign holders should be used to 

sign pallet merchandise during non-promotional times.  

Pallet merchandise should always be signed with a 

clear price point

Image  

to come

LEVEL 4 ADDITIONAL
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Communications are carefully planned and integrated into presentation and fixtures consistently.  

Type, format, size, location, template and color should follow standards. All signage should 

be developed and approved by Ace Store Environment Team. Use sign placement, color and 

constancy to be helpful to you customer during their journey … One store, one strategy.

SIGNAGE MANUAL

Perimeter Graphics

Aisle Marker

End Cap Board

In-Aisle Overhead Signage

Department

ID Banners

Category 

ID Blade
Vertical Self 

Selection Signage

POP Cards with 

POP Channel

Horizontal Self 

Selection Signage
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For questions on Visual Communications and/or Store Environment please contact:

Melissa Mokry 

(630) 990-6915

mmokry@acehardware.com

or
Hilary Bloch

(630) 990-6438

holsen@acehardware.com

FAQ
Content to come

FAQ content  

to come
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